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“…if you get it wrong, as the teacher, you can really 
mess things up…” 

Jeremy Harmer



…..when your lecturer marks an assignment and 
returns it to you, the results and feedback 
should be self-explanatory. 

(Grellier & Goerke, 2010, p. 13)



Principles of Assessment

• Practical

• Reliable

• Valid

• Authentic

• Washback
(Brown, 2004)

• Positive

• Solution-based



Purpose of feedback



Roles in feedback

Teachers?

Students?



Roles in feedback

Teachers

• Support learning not evaluate performance

• Feedback literacy 

• Tools to interpret and act on feedback

• Solution-based 

Students

• Feedback is the starting point

• Active recipients in feedback



TULC Workshop 1

1. Draw the assessment process



TULC Workshop 1

1. What criteria do you use when marking?

2. What are student reactions to feedback? 
Happy? Sad? Need clarification? Nothing?

3. What are some issues with current 
assessment/feedback practices?

4. What are some possible solutions for these 
issues?









Positive Success Code
(Positive, solution-based feedback)

The use of the present perfect here has 
clearly linked the past events to the current 
story your are telling. Where else in the 
essay could this be used?



The next step – in class

• Review Assessment/Learning Rubric

• Integrate in class using terminology used in 
assessment brief and rubric

 Scaffold model

 Group writing

 Individual writing

 Peer-feedback 

 Self-feedback 

• Deconstruct assessment

• Rubric – purpose, when/why

• Assessment        Feedback using success code



According to mentalfloss.com website, the English 
speaking person referred to the orange color as 
“geoluhread”, which literally translates to “yellow-
red”. The word orange was introduced to English 
through the Spanish word “naranja”, which came 
from the Sanskrit word "nāraṅga", which literally 
means “orange tree”. Eventually we got the word 
“orange”. In the early 16th century, the word 
orange gradually started being used to not only 
refers to the fruit, but also what we now know of as 
the color orange.



TULC Workshop 2

1. Did you carry out the positive assessment?

2. Did it change the way you viewed the students’ 
work?

3. Is positive assessment useful? 

4. What were some of the positive comments you 
made?

5. Was the process easier or harder?

6. Success code







Next Steps

• Review all assessments and learning rubrics

• Continue to use and add to success code

• Student views of success code for feedback

• Implement within other areas of the university
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